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Sony is one of the top names in Electronics from Japan, a country that reinvented itself after being
flattened by two great nukes. This resurrected electronic giant has some great names on the world
scenario and Sony is a leader in many fields. One of its last year releases was it Sony Webby HD
camera, a very high definition camera cum camcorder that allows a person to shoot videos in
resolutions as high as 1440 x 1080 pixels. Its speciality is a flipside LCD screen that is 2.5â€• across its
diagonals and this allow a person to capture very sharp self - portraits.

This camera cum recorder weighs a very lightweight of only 210 grams and can take hundreds of
images with a very clear 5MP CMOS lens. It has an optical zoom of 4X and a digital zoom of 20X
which make large pictures possible with great clarity. The number of pictures that can be stored and
the length of video recorded depend on the amount of memory available on oneâ€™s card. The video
format in which it is stored on the memory stick, a pro duo is mp4 and this format can be converted
effortlessly to DVD format with all the right tools.

Sony Webbie HD MHS-PM1

This is Sonyâ€™s venture in the cross line market between a camcorder and a still camera and this
model comes in a stylish thin set up with revolving lens. This lens allows the user to capture image
with 1440 x 1080 pixels resolution, up to VGA, which saves space on its expandable memory card.
One has to use a Lithium ion battery that has to be charged separately as is usual for most Sony
products.  The videos are stored in mp4 format that can be readily converted to be burnt on to a
DVD. For this purpose there is much software available on the internet and one among them is
Aimersoft DVD creator to finish the conversion from flip video to dvd.

Aimersoft DVD creator

This software is very easy to use and it can be downloaded from its home website after a payment
of an amount. This software is simple to use as its instructions are straightforward and simple and
can be easily installed on oneâ€™s system without any prior technical knowhow. One can play around
with the imported videos from oneâ€™s camera using this software as it has capabilities for editing,
changing titles, adjust volume and select the kind of file in which one wants to save his work.
Importing the videos is easy as it has an automatic command for importing all pictures and videos
into the computer as soon as they are connected to the computer.

Once the videos are downloaded from the cameras into the computer, it is easy for a person to burn
flip video to dvd. using the simple menu systems on the DVD software. One can browse and choose
the files from their saved places and convert them to the userâ€™s choice of output format so that one
can use his videos with any kind of portable device.
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downloaded from the cameras into the computer, it is easy for a person to a flip video to dvd.
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